The Emmanuel Project 2020

The Emmanuel Project provides challenging and enjoyable material for classroom teachers of RE. All the units were written and trialled by outstanding teachers. Created by the Diocese of St Edmundsbury and Ipswich, this resource is a complete RE scheme of work for primary schools and is used extensively by C of E schools, community schools and academies.

The resource provides a complete set of 49 enquiry-based units for teaching RE across the primary school with clear background notes:

- 29 units on Christianity from EYFS to KS2; and
- 20 units on other world faiths for KS1 / KS2.

It is usable with most agreed syllabuses, providing detailed support.

The Emmanuel Project complements Understanding Christianity, providing units on other world faiths and Humanism. EYFS units each include a link with another faith and a suggested lesson. Examples are given from Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism and Sikhism.

Outlines of a complete scheme of work are provided, together with a teacher handbook. It is only available as a complete set and represents incredible value for money.

The Emmanuel Project is based on clear theological concepts / exploring text or narrative, connects with faith community life, and looks at impact on an individual’s life.

The resource includes suggestions for assessment usable with a variety of models and also several suggested long-term plans.

Substantial updates have been made as follows:

- KS1 Christianity and EYFS units
- end of year expectations in each unit
- end of unit quizzes and SOLO taxonomy for each unit
- new Tom and Tessa figures
- article on Scrapbooking in RE
- all the KS2 symbols and cartoon characters are A4 size.
The memory stick costs £250 (plus £2 p&p) for new buyers and £100 / (plus £2 p&p) to those who have bought the previous edition.

To find out more, and to see a sample unit, please see https://www.cofesuffolk.org/schools/school-leaders/religious-education/emmanuelproject/

To order please contact:

Jacqui Studd
Administrator (Education)
jacqui.studd@cofesuffolk.org

Please include a name and postal address.

For details of courses or INSET on The Emmanuel Project, contact jacqui.studd@cofesuffolk.org. INSET for other dioceses can also be arranged on request.